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Abstract
Gyrotrons (electron cyclotron resonance masers) are a class of microwave sources
which are capable of eciently producing large amounts of power (> 1 MW pulse,
100 kW CW) at millimeter and submillimeter wave frequencies, a frequency band in
which few other sources (slow-wave RF tubes, lasers) are able to eectively operate.
For many years, gyrotron development has been driven by the need for fusion plasma
ECRH heating, but other applications are now being developed. This thesis reports
on the construction and initial operation of a CW 250 GHz gyrotron oscillator for
use in producing NMR signal enhancements through dynamic nuclear polarization
(DNP) at high magnetic elds.
Short-pulse operation of the gyrotron oscillator began in February 1999, and CW
operation was achieved by April of the same year. Diagnostic tests indicate that
the tube is performing up to expectations, with CW power levels of 25 W produced
for periods of several hours with a measured instantaneous linewidth of 150 kHz. A
computerized control system has been developed which maintains a power stability
of better than one percent in addition to providing machine and life safety interlocks.
In addition, a quasioptical transmission line has been constructed to integrate the
gyrotron with a newly-built DNP/NMR spectrometer system. Preliminary results
indicate that gyrotron-driven dynamic nuclear polarization has the potential to be a
valuable technique at high magnetic elds with demonstrated signal enhancements
of 40 or more. More detailed studies of the DNP technique are currently underway,
with the gyrotron continuing to perform well even after several hundred cumulative
hours of operation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Millimeter waves ( = 30 { 300 GHz) occupy a somewhat unique position in the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum in that there are very few types of sources in this frequency
regime which are capable of high-power operation. Lasers are generally not capable
of ecient operation beyond mid-infrared wavelengths, and conventional RF sources
also face serious handicaps due to the inverse frequency scaling of their components.
Klystrons, TWTs, BWOs, and other slow-wave devices all have interaction structures
(resonant cavities or helixes, for example) whose sizes are on the order of a wavelength.
As the operating wavelength decreases, it becomes more and more dicult to man-
ufacture and align the fragile components; more importantly, their small size results
in the inability to handle high power levels or current densities before ohmic heating
and/or arcing result in failure of the device. As a result, such slow-wave sources are
limited to frequencies of less than 100 GHz.
Gyrotrons, or electron cyclotron masers, bridge this gap between slow-wave de-
vices and lasers, and are capable of producing very high output power with theoretical
eciencies of forty percent, thus making them an important source within the mil-
limeter wave regime[1, 2].
The principles which allow this remarkable performance are reasonably simple.
An energetic annular electron beam is produced and passes toward a resonant cavity
which is located in a region of intense magnetic eld oriented along the beam axis. A
schematic of a typical gyrotron is shown in Figure 2-1 on page 12. The magnetic eld
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causes the electrons to gyrate in small orbits about their original path, producing a
net helical trajectory. As a result of this helical motion, the electrons emit radiation;
if the magnetic eld and cavity are properly matched to the beam parameters, this
radiation will couple into a resonant cavity TE mode and amplify it. With suciently
good coupling and proper design, large amounts of monochromatic radiation can then
be extracted. Since there is no requirement to couple into the fundamental waveguide
mode, the interaction cavity can be signicantly larger than the wavelength of the
output radiation, thus avoiding the frequency scaling problem associated with slow-
wave devices.
Historically, gyrotron research has been driven by a need for ECR heating of
fusion plasmas. Towards this end, very high power devices have been developed
at frequencies ranging from 90 to 170 GHz[3, 4]. In recent years, the technology
has matured to the point where other applications have been proposed. This thesis
focuses on one of these applications, NMR signal enhancement by dynamic nuclear
polarization (DNP), a technique by which the polarization of nuclei in an NMR sample
is increased by coupling to more readily polarized electrons in a nearby paramagnetic
molecule. Remarkable signal enhancements have been reported with this technique[5,
6]; however, the lack of suitable millimeter wave sources has conned DNP to low
magnetic elds which result in poor NMR resolution. This thesis reports on an
attempt to resolve this dilemma by using the millimeter wave output of a gyrotron
to perform DNP at a magnetic eld of 9 Tesla, which is typical of a good NMR
spectrometer. In order to achieve this, several requirements had to be met. First of
all, a gyrotron capable of reliable CW operation at a frequency of 250 GHz had to be
designed, constructed, and tested; second, the gyrotron needed to be integrated with
an NMR spectrometer so that the DNP technique could be tested.
An introduction to the theory of gyrotrons is presented in chapter two. Chapter
three describes the performance goals and design parameters of the CW 250 GHz
gyrotron, including the results of computer performance simulations. Construction
history and performance results are presented in chapter 4. Chapter 5 focuses on the
quasioptical transmission line which links the gyrotron to the DNP/NMR spectrom-
9
eter. A brief description of DNP is given in chapter 6, followed by some preliminary
results. Finally, chapter 7 contains future plans for the experiment as well as some
concluding remarks.
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Chapter 2
Gyrotron Theory
The theory of electron cyclotron resonance devices can be quite complex, as it involves
not only the problem of electromagnetic elds inside a cavity but also the interaction
of those elds with a beam of weakly relativistic electrons which in turn interact with
one another and produce their own elds. In fact, it is necessary to make a number of
approximations before any sort of tangible, analytic physical result can be obtained.
This chapter presents an introduction to gyrotron theory along those lines, including
a discussion of the mechanisms by which an annular electron beam can form bunches
and amplify an appropriate resonant cavity mode. A strictly classical approach is
followed; although quantum formulations have been presented[7], they are generally
no more useful and require at least as many approximations in order to be applied to
actual devices.
2.1 Electron Beams
A schematic drawing of a typical gyrotron is shown in Figure 2-1. The energy source
for these devices is an electron beam which propagates through the interaction cav-
ity as shown in the drawing. For this reason, the theoretical discussion will begin
by considering the production and propagation of electron beams through a typical
gyrotron.
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Figure 2-1: Schematic Drawing of a Typical Gyrotron
2.1.1 Magnetron Injection Guns
Most gyrotrons make use of a thermionic electron gun to provide high-current an-
nular electron beams. A diagram of a typical electron gun is shown in Figure 2-2.
The electron-emitting cathode for such a gun typically consists of a matrix material
(tungsten, for example) which is impregnated with rare-earth metals and other ma-
terials in order to reduce the eective work function. When the emitter is heated,
usually by an AC current, some electrons gain sucient thermal energy to overcome
the work function barrier and are ejected into free space. The emitting cathode is
biased to a large negative voltage (10-100 kV) relative to the hollow anode, so the
ejected electrons are immediately accelerated toward the anode. As shown in the
diagram, emitters for gyrotron guns are typically ring or bell-shaped, which results
in the formation of an hollow or annular electron beam. This shape is supercially
similar to the interaction region of a magnetron, which is responsible for the term
often used to refer to these devices: magnetron injection gun.
The gun pictured in Figure 2-2 contains a single cathode but two anodes. While
one anode is strongly biased and serves to accelerate the beam toward the interaction
12
Figure 2-2: Magnetron Injection Gun with Beam (From A.S. Gilmour, Microwave
Tubes[1])
cavity, the other operates at a much smaller voltage relative to the cathode. This \gun
anode" is used to adjust the transverse velocity of the emitted electrons in order to
ne-tune the properties of the electron beam. In recent years, a move has been made
away from such triode guns toward simpler diode congurations in order to reduce
complexity and expense. This is possible as a result of the continuing development
of computer simulations which model electron trajectories in the gun region in order
to predict the resultant beam properties. This enables gun designers to simulate the
eects of various electrode geometries in order to nd one which produces an optimal
beam without a need for the ne-tuning provided by a gun anode.
2.1.2 Beam Transport and Gyration
The gyrotron interaction draws energy only from the transverse (rotational) velocity
of the beam, which is quite small in the gun region. As a result, the large axial beam
velocity (vjj) acquired from the accelerating potential must be partially converted into
transverse motion before energy extraction can occur. This is done by means of a
strong solenoidal magnetic eld. As the electron beam leaves the cathode, it enters a
region of rapidly increasing magnetic eld, and is compressed as shown in Figure 2-2.
In addition to being compressed, the eld gradient near the gun also causes the beam
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to begin to rotate, as the Lorentz magnetic force contains the cross product of the
electric and magnetic elds. Adiabatic theory requires that the electron magnetic
moment be preserved, thus yielding the following expression for the nal transverse
velocity v? in terms of the initial transverse velocity v?0 and the magnetic compression
ratio Bcav=Bgun:[8]
v? = v?0
s
Bcav
Bgun
(2.1)
In practice, adiabatic theory does not always yield accurate results for the transverse
velocity due to the rapidly changing electric and magnetic elds near the electron
gun and space charge eects. Instead, numerical simulations are used to follow the
trajectories of several electrons through the various elds and evaluate the resulting
beam characteristics. An example of one of these programs is EGUN, which was
used to design the electron gun for the 250 GHz gyrotron. The beam characteristics
produced by such codes have proven to be much more accurate than the approximate
results from theoretical calculations. Three important beam parameters which are
calculated in this manner are the ratio of transverse to axial velocity , and the
spreads in both the transverse and axial velocities. Most gyrotrons are designed for
ecient operation at  values of 1.5 to 2, while velocity spreads of 3 to 10 percent
are common.
As soon as the electrons acquire a velocity perpendicular to the axial magnetic
eld, they begin to feel a magnetic force in accordance with the Lorentz law:
F = e
v?
c
Bcav (2.2)
This results in the establishment of a circular orbit with angular frequency
! =
eBcav
mγ
; (2.3)
where γ is the relativistic mass factor. The result of the superposition of this circular
gyration upon the axial motion due to the anode is a helical path about a xed guiding
center. The radius of this path is small compared to the beam thickness, however,
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so the overall form of the electron beam remains annular as it propagates down the
tube.
Once the spent beam leaves the interaction cavity, it spreads out due to the
decreasing axial magnetic eld. After some distance, it is collected by a xture near
the end of the vacuum tube and returned to the power supply in order to complete the
circuit. In the simplest design, the collector is grounded, but higher eciency can be
achieved by maintaining the potential at a negative value, thus decreasing the energy
which much be imparted to the electrons by the beam power supply. This setup,
known as a depressed collector, can increase the overall eciency of the tube by a
signicant amount and also results in a smaller (and therefore cheaper) beam power
supply. However, it also complicates the arrangements for microwave transmission
and coolant supply due to the potential dierence between the collector and ground.
As a result, this approach is used only on high-power tubes where eciency is of
critical concern.
2.2 Cyclotron Resonance and Power Generation
2.2.1 Cavity Fields
Gyrotron interaction cavities are typically cylindrical, with tapers of various sizes and
lengths on either end to aid in mode selection. Such a cavity is capable of supporting a
large number of resonant electromagnetic modes, but gyrotrons are typically operated
near cuto (k?  kk), so TM modes are generally suppressed in favor of TE modes.
The elds of a TEmpq in such a cavity can be written as follows[9]:
E = E0J
0
m(k?r)f(z)e
i(m−!t)
Er = i
m
k?r
E0Jm(k?r)f(z)e
i(m−!t)
B = 
kjjm
k?!r
E0Jm(k?r)f(z)e
i(m−!t) (2.4)
Br = −i
kjj
!
E0J
0
m(k?r)f(z)e
i(m−!t)
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Bz = i
k?
!
E0Jm(k?r)f(z)e
i(m−!t):
Here, r is the cavity radius, k? =
mp
r
is the transverse wavenumber, mp is the pth
zero of J 0m, Jm is a Bessel function of the ordinary type, and ! is the angular resonant
frequency. If the cavity were a closed cylinder, f(z) would be simply equal to sin kkz
in order to match the zero-eld boundary conditions. A cylinder of innite extent
would require (in the fundamental mode) f(z) to be a constant. Experience has shown
that semi-tapered gyrotron cavities are best modeled by a eld prole; this results
in an axial wavenumber kk of approximately 2=L, where L is the eective interaction
length from the Gaussian t[8]. The angular frequency ! is simply given by
!2
c2
= k2 = k2? + k
2
k: (2.5)
2.2.2 CRM Electron Bunching
In order to understand the methods by which an annular electron beam of the type
described in section 2.1 can amplify a TE cavity mode, it is convenient to consider a
small ensemble of electrons orbiting about the same guiding center. In the absence
of any electric elds, the electrons in this beamlet will orbit the guiding center with
an angular frequency given by Equation 2.3. If a transverse electric eld is present,
the electrons feel an additional force qE which will cause some electrons to accelerate
and others to decelerate depending on the relative phase of the electric eld. Since
the cyclotron frequency is inversely proportional to γ, the frequency will decrease
for accelerated electrons and increase for decelerated electrons, resulting in phase
bunching. If the electric eld frequency is exactly equal to the electron cyclotron
frequency, this bunching process will continue until the entire beamlet is bunched
at a zero-eld phase point. In order to extract power, the bunch must be formed
at a eld maximum; this is accomplished by a slight tuning of the axial magnetic
eld so that the cyclotron frequency is slightly lower than the RF frequency. When
this condition is met, the bunches orbit in phase with the electric eld and give up
rotational energy to the eld. A diagram of this condition is shown in Figure 2-3; the
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Figure 2-3: Field/Electron Bunch Interactions (Source: Brochure Introduction to
Gyrotrons, Varian (CPI))
entire electron beam is shown, with the smaller circles representing the Larmor radii
of each beamlet.
Once a beamlet has become bunched in phase with a cavity mode, it gives up its
rotational kinetic energy to the mode, thus increasing the eld strength and promoting
more bunching. This nonlinear feedback process results in a rapid amplication of
the dominant mode.
2.2.3 Gyrotron Operating Conditions
Based on these arguments, as well as extensive linear and nonlinear calculation[10, 8],
several criteria can be set forth as required for ecient gyrotron operation.
Frequency Matching The frequency condition for amplication of the TEmp mode
in a non-harmonic gyrotron is given by the following expression, where ! is the
cavity resonant frequency from Eq. 2.5:
! − kkvk = !c =
eBcavity
mγ
: (2.6)
Beam Radius The radius of the annular electron beam should correspond to a max-
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imum of the transverse electric eld for rapid bunching to occur:
rbeam =
m1;s
mp
rcavity; (2.7)
where s is a small positive integer.
Beam Quality Ecient bunching and power extraction requires a high-quality elec-
tron beam; the velocity spread must be small in both the axial and transverse
directions. If this is not the case, then the electrons will be unable to form
bunches due to their diering velocities. Finally, the electron beam current
density should be roughly constant around the annulus.
If these three conditions are met, theory predicts that a gyrotron oscillator should
be able to produce copious amounts of microwave power with eciencies up to 40
percent. Furthermore, these eciencies are achievable for high-order modes as there
is no requirement to couple into the fundamental resonance of the interaction cav-
ity. This is what gives gyrotrons such an advantage over slow-wave devices in the
millimeter and sub-millimeter wavelengths.
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Chapter 3
Design Summary
Although this thesis project was begun after the design for the 250 GHz gyrotron had
been completed, it is still worthwhile to describe the design parameters of the tube,
both as an example of the the theoretical presentations presented in Chapter 2 and to
provide a framework by which the experimental results presented in Chapter 4 may
be interpreted.
3.1 Cavity Design Parameters
Previous experiments with gyrotron-driven DNP at 140 GHz and a magnetic eld of
5 Tesla[5, 6] indicated that a CW power capability of 10-100 W would be sucient
to carry out a thorough test of the dynamic nuclear polarization technique at higher
elds. A magnetic eld of approximately 9T was selected for the new spectrometer
and gyrotron in order to make use of NbTi superconducting magnets rather than
Nb3Sn superconductors which are less reliable and more expensive. This magnetic
eld corresponds to an electron Larmor frequency of approximately 250 GHz.
Design studies for the new gyrotron were carried out in early 1997 by Dr. Kenneth
Kresicher, the head of this project. A chief concern in selecting an appropriate cavity
mode andQ was to avoid excessive ohmic heating of the interaction cavity due to large
cavity elds while maintaining good coupling eciency in order to minimize thermal
loads on the collector from high beam currents. Based on these considerations, as well
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as experience with other high-frequency gyrotrons[11], the TE031 mode was selected
as the operating mode of choice, as linear studies showed that this mode results in
optimum coupling between the electron beam and cavity RF eld. Cavity design
parameters are shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Gyrotron Cavity Design Characteristics
Mode TE031
Frequency (GHz) 250.2
Magnetic Field (T) 9.06
Diractive Q 4950
Total Q 3400
Cavity Radius (mm) 1.94
Cavity Length (mm) 18
Cavity Beam Radius (mm) 1.02
Nonlinear single-mode computer simulations of the cavity were performed in order
to check that high-eciency operation could actually be achieved with these design
parameters. The results of these simulations are shown in Table 3.2; the codes indi-
cated that approximately 150 W of RF power would be generated through coupling to
a 12 kV, 40 mA electron beam, and that slightly more than two-thirds of that power
would be available for extraction. The overall eciency was predicted to be 21%
which is adequate to produce the desired power without excessive thermal loading of
either the cavity or the collector.
Table 3.2: Gyrotron Performance Simulations
Beam Voltage (kV) 12
Beam Current (mA) 40
Beam Velocity Ratio  1.6
Total RF Power Generated (W) 150
Cavity RF Losses (W) 48
Extracted Power (W) 102
Net Eciency 21%
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3.2 Other Components
As a result of these simulations, mechanical designs for the cavity and collector were
completed and sent to American Cryotech for fabrication. The remaining components
for the gyrotron were also designed and ordered shortly thereafter. The most impor-
tant of these are the electron gun assembly, the superconducting magnet system, and
the internal mode converter which conveys the extracted power from the cavity to
the outside world.
3.2.1 Electron Gun
As discussed in Section 2.1.1, MIG thermionic electron guns are commonly used
to provide the annular electron beam required for the electron cyclotron resonance
interaction. The electron gun for the 250 GHz gyrotron was designed with simplicity
and reliability as key goals. A diode gun conguration was selected in order to
provide for a compact design with a minimal number of parts. The low beam voltage
also greatly simplied the design, as the cathode could be water cooled rather than
requiring oil as a coolant and insulator. The electrode dimensions were designed
using the computer simulation code EGUN, with a great deal of care being taken
to optimize the beam parameters for a wide range of operating conditions. The gun
design which emerged from this process is capable of producing currents of up to
50 mA at a maximum voltage of 14 kV. The perpendicular velocity spread, a key
factor in gyrotron performance, was found to be 3.4% at these conditions, which is
quite low. Modeling predicted that satisfactory performance is possible over a wide
range of cathode voltages and magnetic elds. A room temperature shim coil was
also designed in order to ne-tune the beam parameters.
3.2.2 Superconducting Magnet System
As indicated in Section 3.1, a large axial magnetic eld of approximately 9 Tesla
is required to operate the gyrotron. This is provided by a superconducting NbTi
solenoid manufactured by Cryomagnetics, Inc. of Oak Ridge, TN. The magnet has a
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2.5 in. diameter warm bore and is capable of producing a maximum magnetic eld
of 9.4 T with a eld inhomogeneity of approximately 1 percent. (Interestingly, a
certain amount of inhomogeneity is desirable in gyrotron magnets in order to avoid
RF power generation outside of the cavity.) When in persistent mode, helium losses
were measured to be less than 25 mL/hr.
3.2.3 Internal Mode Converter
The third major gyrotron component is the quasioptical mode converter which con-
verts the TE031 mode into a Gaussian beam for transmission to the outside world.
A Vlasov-type slotted waveguide launcher and parabolic mirror were designed using
ray optics. A flat mirror is then used to steer the resulting microwave beam out of
the gyrotron vacuum tube through a fused silica vacuum window. A radial port in
the magnet cryostat allows the microwaves to be separated from the spent electron
beam just after the cavity; this decreases ohmic losses in the output waveguide and
simplies the design of the beam collector. The theoretical transmission eciency of
this arrangement was calculated to be between 85 and 90 percent.
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Chapter 4
Construction and Experimental
Results
Once all the parts had arrived (fall 1998), the gyrotron was assembled and checked
for vacuum integrity. The tube was then baked in a vacuum oven for one week at
a temperature of approximately 200 C in order to expel any residual gas from the
copper and stainless steel walls. The base pressure after the bakeout was measured
to be 4x10−9 Torr. Electrical tests were conducted to verify the proper functioning of
the various components; the electron gun cathode was pulsed to 18 kV at 2s pulse
length without any signs of breakdown. With these preliminary tests complete, the
gyrotron was installed in the superconducting magnet. A picture of the completed
assembly is shown in Figure 4-1.
4.1 Short Pulse Testing
Testing of the gyrotron was initially performed with short pulses (1-2 s) at a repeti-
tion rate of 3 Hz. This allowed for characterization of the gun and cavity performance
without fear of damage due to electron beam interception or excessive RF heating.
The pulses were supplied by an existing modulator capable of producing up to 20 kV
and 100 mA.
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Figure 4-1: Completed Gyrotron Installed in Superconducting Magnet
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4.1.1 Beam Performance
After an initial cathode activation period, the electron gun was found to perform quite
well, reaching the 100 mA power supply current limit with only 10 W of cathode AC
heater power. The emission characteristics were found to be repeatable and stable,
both from shot to shot and over the course of several days. Another insight that
was gained from these tests was the need for cooling of the gun anode; a simple air
cooling system was adopted for this purpose. Finally, the superconducting magnet
was turned on and beam was sent through the tube to the collector. After alignment,
collector and body current measurements veried that all of the beam current was
transmitted to the collector; if this were not the case, beam interception by the cavity
or mode converter could easily lead to damage during CW operation.
4.1.2 Microwave Observations
The rst microwaves from the new gyrotron were detected on November 16, 1998.
Based on the signal from a solid-state diode eld detector, a nal alignment of the
tube was carried out to maximize the output power. Once this was complete, the
axial magnetic eld was varied in order to determine which cavity modes could be
excited to produce detectable levels of microwaves. A laser calorimeter was modied
in order to measure the output power, and a custom-built mixer system was used
to measure the microwave frequency. The results of these observations are shown
in Table 4.1. Five dierent modes were observed, including the TE031 design mode.
Initially, some competition was observed between the TE031 and TE023 modes which
made it dicult to reliably reach the design mode. Realignment of the tube and
adjustment of the operating parameters resolved this problem and enabled reliable
generation of microwaves at the desired frequency.
4.1.3 Parameter Optimization
The nal task which was carried out during short pulse operation was a parametric
study designed to nd the operating point which would produce the maximum output
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Table 4.1: Gyrotron Output Frequencies
Mode Frequency (GHz) Magnetic Field (T)
TE22 164.96 5.99
TE32 197.08 7.15
TE13 209.91 7.68
TE23 245.06 9.00
TE03 250.06 9.13
power from the TE031 mode. Four parameters were investigated: beam voltage, beam
current, gun magnetic eld, and cavity magnetic eld. The magnetic elds were deter-
mined based on the currents in the room temperature gun coil and superconducting
solenoid magnets. The results of this study are shown in Table 4.2. Comparison with
Tables 3.1 and 3.2 shows that the measured data are in good agreement with the
values predicted by theory and simulation. In particular, the output frequency diers
by only 140 MHz, which indicates that cavity machining tolerances were maintained
to well within one mil. One disappointing result is the measured eciency of 6.9%.
This is signicantly less than the predicted value of 21% and requires a higher beam
current of 100 mA in order to reach the desired output power level. This results in
a collector heat load which is a factor of 2.5 higher than predicted by simulation.
Despite this larger heat load, the collector showed no signs of damage or persistent
outgassing; as a result, it was decided to disconnect the short pulse modulator and
begin processing the gyrotron up to long pulse and CW operation.
Table 4.2: Short Pulse Parameter Optimization
Frequency (GHz) 250.06
Output Power (W) 106
Beam Voltage (kV) 15.4
Beam Current (mA) 100
Eciency (%) 6.9
Pulse length (s) 2.8
Cavity Magnetic Field (T) 9.10
Gun Magnetic Filed (T) 0.3
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4.2 Control and Data Acquisition System
An important subsystem of the gyrotron which was required for long-pulse and CW
operation is the computerized control and data acquisition system which monitors
the operation of the device and allows for ecient data acquisition and diagnostics.
This information is displayed via a software interface which also allows for real-time
control of the system. In addition, a system of interlocks and monitors prevents
accidental damage to the system while ensuring human and machine safety in the
event of equipment failure. Finally, several automation tools have been implemented
to simplify operation of the gyrotron.
4.2.1 Hardware
The gyrotron is controlled by a set of custom-written programs running on a rack-
mounted computer. National Instruments’ Labview programming language was se-
lected for its ease of development and to maintain compatibility with EPR programs
in use on the 140 GHz DNP experiment. The computer communicates with other
equipment both through high-level protocols such as GPIB and directly by means of
analog and digital I/O cards.
The superconducting magnet is powered by a Cryomagnetics IPS-50 power supply
which incorporates circuitry for operation of the magnet persistent switch and quench
protection. Meters from the same manufacturer are used to monitor cryogenic fluid
supplies and dewar temperatures. The gyrotron electron gun is powered by a custom-
built high voltage supply from Gamma Research which is capable of providing up to
50 mA of current at 0-20 kV; in addition, the power supply incorporates a floating
AC heater to heat the cathode emitter. The room temperature gun shim coil is
powered by an EMS 10-100 supply. A Varian 8 L/s ion pump and controller are used
to maintain a vacuum within the tube. Water cooling of the collector, cavity, and
gun coil is provided by a pump/chiller from FTS Systems. Coolant flow rates are
monitored using Proteus hall-eect flowmeters; inlet and outlet coolant temperatures
are measured by immersed thermistors. The cathode assembly itself is cooled by dried
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Figure 4-2: Control and Power Hardware for the 250 GHz gyrotron
high-pressure air from the building supply. Finally, resistive monitors were installed
to measure the amount of beam current which impinges on the cavity body or is
transmitted through to the collector. All of this apparatus is mounted in a single
equipment rack along with the accessory electronics for data acquisition. A photo of
the setup is shown in Figure 4-2 to emphasize its compact nature.
4.2.2 System Capabilities
All of the apparatus listed above is interfaced to the computer which continuously
monitors system performance. This information is categorized and displayed to the
operator for easy monitoring of the gyrotron. User control inputs are accepted in real-
world units (volts, mA, etc.), screened for safe limits, and translated into appropriate
control settings which are then passed to the hardware. Display and control values
are updated 10 times/second for near real time performance. In addition, the control
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Table 4.3: Sample interlock triggers and system responses
Condition Response
Vacuum pressure above limits Shutdown beam
Insucient coolant flow Shutdown gun or g. coil
Coolant temp out of range Shutdown gun or g. coil
Coolant air blocked Ramp down heater
Low cryogenic fluid level Keep persistent heaters o
Persistent mode current mismatch Lock persistent heaters
system is capable of single and multiple pulse operation with pulse lengths  0.05 s
and arbitrary duty factors.
An interlock system was designed in order to guard against damage or injury
due to equipment failure. The operating conditions of the gyrotron are continually
monitored and appropriate action is taken when one or more parameters exceed user-
adjustable limits. In addition, a visual indication of the failure condition is provided
to help the user locate the problem. Some common situations and interlock responses
are shown in Table 4.3. In most cases, the interlock responses are implemented
redundantly in that a software response is commanded in parallel with as the opening
of an electromechanical relay; this helps to ensure proper resolution of the problem
even in the case of component failure. The interlock capability has already proven
useful on several occasions. The most notable of these was when tube misalignment
and a shallower-than-expected beam trajectory allowed the spent electron beam to
come in contact with the braze joint which joins the cavity and collector. The rapid
outgassing and erosion which ensued caused the vacuum within the tube to rapidly
deteriorate, a situation which would likely have lead to serious poisoning of the hot
cathode emitter had the interlock system not shut down the beam immediately and
halted the problem. Manual overrides are available for each interlock in the event
that components must be operated under unusual conditions.
Several automation routines have been implemented in order to simplify the op-
eration of the gyrotron and reduce the possibility of damage due to operator error.
One example of this is the cathode heater, which cannot be changed rapidly without
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damage from thermal shock. Rather than manually adjusting the heater, the control
system allows the operator to simply specify the desired nal value; the software then
ramps the heater at an appropriate rate in order to reach that value without any risk
of damage. Further, the heater control is linked to the vacuum pressure of the tube; if
the pressure rises too high, the heater is ramped down in order to avoid poisoning of
the cathode. Finally, a software routine has been implemented to maintain a steady
current by means of proportional control. This enables the gyrotron to maintain
a steady power level without continual adjustments to counteract changing emitter
performance, a feature which is very useful when conducting DNP studies. The beam
current can be maintained constant to within less than 0.1 mA which results in an
output power stability of better than 1%, even over a period of hours.
4.3 Long Pulse and CW Operation
Once the short pulse characteristics of the gyrotron had been measured and found sat-
isfactory, the full control system was installed and a period of long pulse conditioning
was begun in order to break in the collector which initially produced signicant gas
loads due to the beam loading. Initial operation was commenced with pulse lengths
on the order of 0.1 seconds and low duty factors. The pulse length and duty factor
were gradually increased over a period of several weeks until pulse lengths of several
seconds at duty factors of 0.25 were achieved by mid-January 1999. No arcing or gun
degradation was observed, and CW operation was rst reached on January 22, 1999.
4.3.1 Performance Measurements
Several performance tests were conducted once the tube reached full CW capability.
First, the operating parameters were further optimized to produce the design CW
power goal of 25 W at maximal eciency. The results of these tests are shown in
Table 4.4. The design power goal was reached at the relatively low beam voltage of
11.8 kV. Higher power is easily achievable at larger voltages, but 25 W was considered
adequate for initial DNP studies so it was decided not to risk damaging the tube by
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Table 4.4: CW Operating Characteristics
Parameter Value
Frequency (GHz) 250.04
Power (W) 25
Cavity magnetic eld (T) 9.1
Gun magnetic eld (T) 0.3
Beam voltage (kV) 11.8
Beam current (mA) 49
Eciency (%) 4.4
going to higher power levels. Even so, 25 W is believed to be the largest CW power
produced by a U.S. gyrotron in this frequency band.
Frequency measurements were made using the same fundamental horn/mixer
setup that was used during short pulse tests. The output frequency was observed
to shift downward by approximately 10 MHz during the rst second of operation.
This is most likely due to cavity expansion from ohmic heating. Once thermal equi-
librium is reached, the output frequency is stable to within 1 MHz. The instantaneous
linewidth was measured to be less than 150 kHz, and the remaining instability results
from a slow periodic frequency drift. The slow drift has been linked to temperature
fluctuations in the cavity cooling water as a result of the inability of the FTS chiller
to maintain an equilibrium temperature. The addition of a baed reservoir to the
water cooling system is under consideration as a possible solution to this problem.
4.3.2 Eciency Studies
As seen from Table 4.4, all aspects of the gyrotron’s CW performance are quite
satisfactory with the exception of the eciency. The measured eciency of 4.4% is
signicantly lower than the predicted value of 21%. Unexpectedly low eciencies
have also been observed in other high-frequency gyrotrons.[12] The data acquisition
capabilities of the computerized control system were exploited in order to investigate
the source of the low eciency. By measuring the flow-rate and change in temperature
of the cavity and the collector cooling water, it was possible to calculate the amount
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of power transferred to the water. With the reasonable assumption that the water
is the main heat sink for the tube (ceramic insulator forms a heat barrier to the
cathode), this is equivalent to measuring the heat loads on the cavity and collector.
Both the temperatures and the flow rate are known to within one percent, so this
calorimetric method should be fairly accurate.
The calorimetric power distribution was measured for gyrotron beam currents
from 4 to 40 mA. The output microwave power was also measured using a laser
calorimeter. The results of these measurements are shown in Figure 4-3. Several
interesting features are immediately apparent. First, the total measured power is
approximately equal to the beam power, which indicates that most of the power is
in fact being picked up by calorimetry. Second, the starting current of the gyrotron
is known to be between 10 and 12 mA for the TE031 mode. This is reflected in the
power measurements, as no power is observed in either the cavity or gyrotron output
for beam currents less than 12 mA. Once microwaves are produced, the relative power
distribution stays roughly constant over the entire operating range. The values for I
= 30 mA are shown in Table 4.5. At this power level, theory and simulation predict
that only 10 W of power should be dissipated in the cavity (see Section 3.1). The
observed value of 55 W is more than 5 times higher than this value. If these losses
are added to the observed output power, then the overall interaction eciency of
the tube becomes 19.4%, a gure which is much closer to the predicted value. One
possible cause of these excessive cavity losses is an overly large cavity diractive Q
factor; this would result in much of the microwave power being unable to escape the
cavity. Future high-frequency designs will take this into account.
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Figure 4-3: Calorimetric Measurement of Power Distribution vs. Gyrotron Beam
Current
Table 4.5: Measured Power Distribution at 30 mA
Location Power (W)
Cavity 55  5
Output 15  2
Collector 300  10
Total Measured 370  12
Actual Beam Power 360
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Chapter 5
Quasioptical Transmission Line
While the performance results described in Chapter 4 are notable in their own right,
the primary purpose of the experiment is to test the utility of dynamic nuclear polar-
ization as a technique for NMR signal enhancement. This requires that a substantial
amount of microwave power be transmitted from the gyrotron output window over
a horizontal distance of 3 meters to the spectrometer magnet and then vertically for
a distance of 0.51 meters to the NMR probe itself. Further, the transmission line
for the vertical segment must have a low thermal conductivity, as the NMR probe
operates at cryogenic temperatures to achieve maximum DNP eciency. This is a
dicult set of challenges to meet; conventional rectangular (fundamental) waveguide
was immediately ruled out, as ohmic losses are prohibitively large at high frequencies.
Corrugated copper waveguide is capable of transmitting microwaves with extremely
low losses[13], but high cost (quoted at > $10,000 for the vertical section alone) and
intolerance to misalignment make it a less than ideal choice for a prototype system
which requires flexibility; thermal conductivity also poses a problem. As a result,
highly overmoded cylindrGaussianical waveguide was adopted for the transmission
line. The horizontal section is 1 inch OD copper tubing, and the short vertical sec-
tion is a similar tube with an OD of 1/2 inch and is made of stainless steel to reduce
thermal conductivity.
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5.1 Quasioptical Mode Converter
The highly overmoded system described above is very ecient from a loss standpoint;
however, it also carries the signicant drawback of not maintaining any particular
mode purity or phase coherence, especially when the eects of bending and other
asymmetries are taken into account. As a result, it is necessary to refocus the mi-
crowave beam which emerges from the horizontal waveguide in order to successfully
couple it into the smaller waveguide which leads to the NMR coil. This is done using
a quasioptical approach in which the beam is manipulated while propagating through
free space (a la visible optics) as opposed to while conned in a waveguide. A pair
of mirrors is utilized for this purpose, as shown in Figure 5-1. The second mirror
is flat, and serves simply to redirect the path of the beam, but the other mirror is
carefully shaped in order to refocus the beam into a desired form. In this case, a beam
prole of characteristic width 0.85 cm is desired in order to eciently couple into the
vertical waveguide. The design of this phase-correcting mirror can proceed by several
approaches, of which the simplest is to simply design a mirror which will correct an
idealized beam as calculated by theory. This approach has the benet of simplicity,
and was in fact adopted as a temporary solution for this project. A spherical mirror
with radius of curvature 4 inches was manufactured and mounted as described above.
The completed assembly is shown in Figure 5-2; The left hand picture shows the
overall assembly including the vertical waveguide and NMR probe, while the right
hand photo is a close-up view of the two mirrors. The horizontal waveguide exit is
visible on the right, the spherical mirror (obscured by its mount) is in the center-left
foreground, and the flat mirror and vertical waveguide are visible in the center of
the picture; the electronics which share the box are part of the tuning and matching
circuitry for the NMR probe. This setup has proved adequate for initial experiments;
however, the spherical mirror does not allow for optimal coupling between the two
overmoded waveguides which results in an overall transmission coecient for the en-
tire line of 48%, which is rather low. The results of power measurements at various
points along the transmission line are shown in Table 5.1. More eective phase cor-
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Table 5.1: Losses in Quasioptical Transmission Line
Measurement Position Percent Power Transmission
Gyrotron Output (no wg) 100
1 in. Waveguide Exit 90
1/2 in. Waveguide Mouth 65
1/2 in. Waveguide Exit 48
Figure 5-1: Schematic of Quasioptical Mode Converter
rection would result in better coupling into the vertical waveguide, thus increasing
the amount of power potentially available for use in DNP.
5.2 Radiation Pattern Measurements
In order to design a more eective phase corrector, it was rst necessary to determine
the actual output from the horizontal section of overmoded waveguide. It is not
possible to directly measure the beam’s phase structure at this high frequency; the
phases must instead be reconstructed from a series of planar intensity measurements
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Figure 5-2: Completed Interim Mode Converter and Close-up of Mirrors
made at dierent distances along the propagation axis. Such measurements are often
made by using an infrared camera to measure the energy deposited on a specially
treated paper screen[14]. However, IR camera measurements can be distorted by
a number of eects, including convection and nonlinearities in the paper response.
As a result, electronic scanning has begun to emerge as an alternative method for
measuring radiation patterns at low average power levels, and this was the approach
taken in this thesis.
Instead of measuring thermal emissions from a screen, a solid-state diode was
used to measure the electric eld at a point on the measuring plane; in order to
avoid the problem of diode nonlinearity, a variable attenuator was then adjusted to
maintain a constant diode signal. By repeating this measurement many times in a
raster-scan fashion, a measurement of beam intensity (the attenuator setting in dB)
vs. position could be obtained. An existing 140 GHz 2D beam scanner built by
former student Philip Borchard was modied to function at 250 GHz. This involved
installing fundamental-mode D-band RF components and recalibrating the attenuator
to reflect its performance at the higher frequency as well as several changes to the
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computer software which controls the positioning motors, diode, and scanner.
The results of several of these measurements are shown in Figure 5-3. All inten-
sities are normalized such that 0 dB corresponds to the maximum intensity in each
plane. Thermal paper and liquid crystal patterns were in qualitative agreement with
the measured patterns. As the distance from the exit of the horizontal waveguide
increases from z = 8 cm to 16 cm, the structure in the intensity patterns decreases,
resulting in the formation of a quasi-Gaussian beam similar to that predicted by ge-
ometrical optics. This is believed to be due to the rapid decay of near-eld beam
components. Similar measurements at larger distances (z = 25-50 cm) conrm that
the beam continues to propagate in a quasi-Gaussian manner. However, the vertical
waveguide entrance is located (neglecting the small eects of the flat mirror) at z =
14.5 cm, at which point there is still clearly discernible structure in the beam. Fur-
ther, the beam is simply too large at that point to couple eectively into the 1/2 inch
vertical waveguide. The combined eects of these two problems is the most likely
cause for the high losses described in Section 5.1. As a result, it was determined that
a more eective phase correcting mirror was needed to achieve ecient coupling into
the vertical waveguide; this required the retrieval of the beam’s phase structure.
5.3 Numerical Phase Retrieval
In principle, Maxwell’s equations allow for a complete determination of the future
evolution of a monochromatic electromagnetic wave given its amplitude and phase at
any one plane perpendicular to the direction of propagation. The reverse problem,
that of determining the phase structure given several measured amplitudes, is much
more challenging. A purely analytical approach might involve the decomposition of
the wave into a superposition of orthogonal modes; the measured amplitudes would
then form a very large set of coupled equations whose solution would in principle
yield the full eld structure at any desired plane. A more practical approach is to ap-
proach this problem numerically, using an iterative algorithm to produce successively
better approximations of the eld structure[15, 16]. Recently, this approach was im-
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Figure 5-3: Measured Output Waveguide Radiation Patterns for z = 8{16 cm
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plemented by Dr. Douglas Denison and successfully used to design phase-correcting
mirrors for the optics units of high-power fusion gyrotrons[17].
In principle, the numerical phase retrieval algorithm is very simple. The ampli-
tude at one measured plane A(x; y) is combined with an initial phase guess (x; y)
(Gaussian or uniformly zero, typically) to form a trial scalar eld  (x; y) of the form
A(x; y)ei(x;y). This scalar wave in position space is related to its dual wave in k-space
(Ψ(kx; ky; kz)) by a Fourier transform pair:
Ψ(kx; ky; kz) = F( (x; y; z)) (5.1)
 (x; y; z) = F−1(Ψ(kx; ky; kz)): (5.2)
With the paraxial assumption k = kz, this allows for the denition of a propagation
operator P12 which relates the elds at position 1 and 2:
 2(x; y; z2) = P12( 1(x; y; z1)) = F
−1(F( 1(x; y; z1))e
i(z2−z1)
p
k2−k2x−k
2
y): (5.3)
The propagation is easily and quickly accomplished by use of the FFT algorithm.
With this machinery in place, phase retrieval proceeds by propagating the initial wave
created from a measured amplitude and initial phase guess to a second measurement
plane. At this point, the phase function generated by the propagation is retained but
the amplitude is replaced by the measured amplitude at the new plane. The new wave
is then propagated back to the original measurement plane and the amplitude replaced
again. This process can then be repeated an arbitrary number of times until the error
between the calculated amplitude and measured amplitude at each plane reaches an
acceptably small value, at which point it is assumed that the phase function is now an
accurate reproduction of the actual phase structure of the beam. A diagram of this
process is shown in Figure 5-4. A nal propagation to the desired output plane then
yields a numerically calculated amplitude and phase to arbitrary precision. Of course,
there are issues of convergence and errors associated with measurement spacing, but
those are beyond the scope of this thesis and are more fully explored in reference [17].
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Figure 5-4: Flow Chart for Numerical Phase Retrieval
Denison’s implementation of this algorithm was adopted as a starting point for
design of the 250 GHz phase correcting mirror. The computer codes were collected,
updated to Fortran 95 standards, and integrated with several related data-processing
utilities (interpolation, spatial ltering, etc.). At the present time, the code has yet
to be benchmarked against standard beam shapes such as a Gaussian. Once this
is complete, the phase retrieval program can be run using the measured radiation
patterns as input to determine the full eld structure (amplitude and phase) at the
position of the mirror. By using a thin lens approximation (ie. the mirror changes
only phase and not amplitude), a mirror can then be designed to correct the beam
phases such that a Gaussian eld prole of appropriate width will be formed at the
entrance to the vertical waveguide. This is done by using the phase retrieval program
to propagate the desired beam prole back to the mirror; the dierence between this
phase and the actual one determines the correction to be made by the mirror. From
this correction, the thin lens approximation allows easy calculation of the mirror
shape which can be converted into instructions for CNC machining of the new phase
corrector.
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While it is disappointing that the mirror design was not completed and tested, the
integration of the 2D scanner with the revised and updated phase retrieval software
has produced a system which will not only allow for a rapid completion of the current
mirror design but also allow for future use in similar problems. One example of this is
a proposal to use the gyrotron as a power source for electron paramagnetic resonance
studies using the same spectrometer magnet. This would require a dierent optical
setup, and the phase retrieval system would be needed to design the necessary qua-
sioptical components for that application. Also, the gyrotron’s performance is more
than sucient to perform initial tests of the DNP technique, so the poor eciency of
the existing transmission line has not yet hindered the course of the overall project.
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Chapter 6
Dynamic Nuclear Polarization
Studies
This chapter presents an overview of the dynamic nuclear polarization studies which
were the reason for the construction of the gyrotron. An introduction to the theory
of DNP is given, with a focus on the high-eld, low-temperature applications which
this project is designed to investigate. The results of some initial experiments are also
presented which demonstrate the viability of gyrotron-powered DNP at high elds.
6.1 Motivation
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) has become, in the sixty or so years since its
discovery, one of the premier tools available to chemists seeking to determine the
structure of unknown compounds. Unfortunately, solid-state NMR faces an intrinsic
sensitivity limit which makes it dicult to eectively study many interesting bio-
logical and chemical systems. The relatively small nuclear magnetic moment results
in a Zeeman energy splitting which is much smaller than kBT for any achievable
temperature and magnetic eld, resulting in only a tiny nuclear spin polarization.
For example, protons at 300K exhibit a spin polarization of less than 0.01%, even at
strong magnetic elds[6]. This small polarization severely limits the applicability of
NMR techniques to large biological molecules, for example. Dynamic nuclear polar-
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ization (DNP) oers the potential for dramatic improvements in NMR sensitivity by
transferring spin polarization from unpaired electrons (which are easily polarized due
to their larger magnetic moment) to coupled nuclear spins. This transfer can take
place through one of a variety of methods depending on experimental conditions.
The DNP phenomenon was rst observed by Carver and Slichter in 1956[18] and
then later in LiF by Abragam and Proctor in 1958[19] but was rst used primarily in
nuclear physics to produce polarized targets for neutron scattering. It was not until
the mid 1980s that physical chemists began to seriously apply the DNP technique
to NMR signal enhancement in biological systems, with enhancements of 10 or more
regularly observed at room temperature[5]. While interesting, these experiments were
not very useful in terms of spectroscopy, as a lack of high-frequency microwave sources
limited them to the low magnetic eld of 1.4 T. This has several disadvantages for
NMR: rst, spectral resolution scales linearly with magnetic eld. Even worse, sensi-
tivity per unit time has been shown to scale as the third power of the eld[20], which
means that a DNP enhancement of more than 350 would be required to reach the
same sensitivity which is achievable in a conventional 10 T spectrometer. As a result,
the prospect of using a gyrotron to drive DNP at higher elds is very enticing.
6.2 Theory
There are several mechanisms by which DNP can occur. Two of these will be discussed
here: the solid eect and thermal mixing; these are the dominant processes at high
elds. A detailed quantitative treatment is beyond the scope of this paper, but the
basic principles are presented, along with references for the more interested reader.
6.2.1 Solid Eect
Electrons and many nuclei have a dipole magnetic moment which is proportional to
their intrinsic spin angular momenta S and I. In the presence of a magnetic eld,
the spin states are separated in energy; this is the well-known Zeeman splitting. This
results in an electron-nuclear system with (2S + 1)(2I + 1) energy levels, as shown in
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Figure 6-1 for the case of one unpaired electron (S = 1=2) and an I = 1=2 nucleus
such as 1H or 13C. The splitting magnitudes are given by the product of the electron
and nuclear magnetic moments and the magnetic eld B:
Ee = geBB (6.1)
EN = γNB (6.2)
Here, ge is the electron g-factor, B is the Bohr magneton, and γN is the nu-
clear gyromagnetic ratio. ge and γN relate the magnetic moment of the electron
and nucleus to their spin angular momenta. When electromagnetic radiation of the
appropriate frequency ! = E=h is incident upon such a system, transitions can
be induced between the various spin states. Normally, angular momentum selection
rules require that either the nucleus or the electron changes spin state; this gives rise
to the transitions observed in NMR and EPR spectroscopy which are shown by solid
lines in Figure 6-1. Under certain circumstances, the simultaneous spin-flip forbid-
den transitions (dashed lines) can also take place, albeit at a much smaller rate. In
particular, if the system is irradiated at a frequency
! =
EeEN
h
(6.3)
then transitions may be induced in the electron spin state which result in a change
in polarization of the nuclear spin population. This is the so-called \solid eect".
The solid eect is the dominant high-eld DNP mechanism at room-temperature and
has been observed in many experiments. However, the dependence on a rst-order
forbidden transition results in a low eciency polarization transfer which requires a
large amount of microwave power in order to achieve signicant enhancements.
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Figure 6-1: Zeeman Energy Levels and Transitions for a S=1/2, I=1/2 System
6.2.2 Thermal Mixing
As noted above, the solid eect is the primary mechanism for DNP at high tem-
peratures. At cryogenic temperatures, another DNP method becomes much more
important. This is known as \thermal mixing", and oers a much more ecient
route for polarization transfer, as it relies on irradiation of an allowed transition
rather than a low-probability forbidden transition. The theory of thermal mixing can
be forbiddingly complex, and no exact solutions are known for the high-eld case; a
thermodynamic approach is given here following that of Wenckebach,[21] whose paper
on the subject is one of the major works in this eld.
In addition to the nuclear and electronic Zeeman systems presented in Section 6.2.1
there are also magnetic interactions between nearby electronic dipoles and nuclear
dipoles. These interactions are the source of the hyperne splitting observed in NMR
and EPR spectroscopy. The small nuclear magnetic moment means that the nuclear
dipole system stores very little energy compared to the other three, so it can safely
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be neglected at all but the very lowest temperatures. Thermodynamic temperatures
TS, TD, and TI can then be dened to describe the magnetic ordering of the electron
Zeeman, electron dipole, and nuclear Zeeman systems in terms of the canonical en-
semble formulation of statistical mechanics. Larger spin polarization corresponds to
a more ordered system and therefore a temperature which is closer to zero than that
of an unpolarized system.
When the system is irradiated by microwaves at a frequency !m which is near,
but not exactly equal to the EPR resonance !s, transitions are still induced in the
electronic Zeeman system due to the non-zero EPR linewidth, thus imparting energy
quanta of magnitude h!m to the system, of which h!s is absorbed by the Zeeman
system, increasing TS. In order to conserve energy, the remaining energy h =
h(!m − !s) must then be absorbed by the electronic dipolar system which results
in a change in TD. By calculating the overall transition probability as a function of
temperature and local magnetic eld, it is possible to determine the relation between
the two temperatures; this was rst accomplished by Provotorov in 1961.[21]
TD = −

!s
TS (6.4)
This relation has two interesting consequences: rst, it is clear that the temperature of
the dipole system is always much cooler (closer to zero) than the Zeeman temperature.
Second, if !m is less than !s, then  is negative, as is TD; the opposite is true if !m
is greater than !s.
Once the electron dipole system is cooled by microwave irradiation, the nal con-
dition which is required for DNP to occur is a strong thermal contact between that
system and the nuclear Zeeman system. If this contact exists, energy will flow from
the warm nuclear Zeeman system to the cooler electron dipole system, resulting in an
increase in polarization of the nuclei which can be observed by a change in magnitude
of the NMR signal. A graphical representation of this process is shown in Figure 6-2.
The o-resonance microwave cooling of the electron dipole system is represented by
a thermal reservoir with a temperature given by Equation 6.4, while the surrounding
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Figure 6-2: Thermodynamic Interactions of Cooled Spin Systems and Lattice
crystal lattice is shown as a reservoir at ordinary temperature T. The physical mecha-
nism for this thermal coupling is most likely a three-body energy-conserving spin flip
process in which two opposing electron spins with resonance frequencies that dier
(as a result of dipole interactions) by the nuclear Larmor frequency simultaneously
flip, thus driving a nuclear transition. Theory and experiment both show that the
thermal contact is quite strong at low magnetic elds and low temperatures, but no
equivalent result exists for high magnetic elds; as a result, it is impossible to predict
the eectiveness of thermal mixing for high-eld DNP; this is the question which will
be investigated by this experiment. If thermal mixing DNP is possible at high-eld,
it oers the potential to be a very eective method for sensitivity enhancement of
NMR spectroscopy, as it relies on allowed EPR transitions rather than the forbidden
ones used for solid eect DNP; this allows the production of much larger polarization
enhancements with the same amount of microwave power.
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6.3 Experimental Tests
Initial experiments in high-eld DNP have been conducted at the MIT/Harvard Cen-
ter for Magnetic Resonance for several years. An existing high power electron gun
(originally used for fusion applications) was adapted to provide power for a 140 GHz
gyrotron. This corresponds to a spectrometer magnetic eld of approximately 5 Tesla,
more than triple that of the DNP experiments which were described in Section 6.1.
DNP was demonstrated by both the solid eect and thermal mixing methods. Signal
enhancements of more than 200 were achieved with thermal mixing at liquid helium
temperatures.[6] This signal enhancement technique was also used to produce spectra
of biologically signicant molecules such as 15N-labeled T4 lysozyme, for which an
enhancement of 50 was obtained. These experiments provided encouragement for a
test of the DNP technique at a larger magnetic eld of 9 T, a eld which is represen-
tative of a typical high-resolution NMR spectrometer. Also, a theoretical model was
developed which extends the thermal mixing mechanism to higher magnetic elds.[22]
6.3.1 Methods
In addition to the gyrotron and transmission line, a large amount of apparatus was
required in order to test DNP-NMR at high frequency. An NMR spectrometer was
constructed to operate at a proton frequency of 380 MHz, which corresponds to a
g = 2 electron resonance frequency of 250 GHz. A 125 mm bore high-homogeneity
superconducting magnet was purchased to provide a spectrometer eld of 9 1T . A
static NMR probe was constructed which is capable of operation at proton, 13C, and
15N frequencies. The probe is capable of operating at variable temperatures from
room temperature to approximately 20 K in order to study the DNP enhancement
vs. temperature. Finally, a custom-built pulse programmer system was installed in
order to test various NMR signal enhancement methods.
The CW capability of the gyrotron is used to maintain constant irradiation of
the electron EPR line. This results in polarization enhancement of the protons in
the sample whether directly by means the solid eect or, at low temperatures, by
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Figure 6-3: Thermal Mixing Pulse Sequence
thermal mixing. Solid eect enhancement is detected by applying a pair of 90 degree
pulses to induce a proton solid echo signal in the sample. The spectrometer eld
is then adjusted to maximize this signal by driving forbidden electron-nuclear tran-
sitions as described in Section 6.2.1. The thermal mixing experiment is somewhat
more complicated; the basic pulse sequence is shown in Figure 6-3. In this case, the
continuous microwave irradiation maintains the electron dipolar bath at a constant
low temperature as described in Section 6.2.2. In the absence of NMR pulses, this
results in cooling of the nuclear Zeeman system and polarization transfer to protons
in the sample (little direct enhancement of 13C is observed due to the small abun-
dance). A 90 degree NMR pulse is then applied at the proton frequency, tipping
the proton spins into the x-y plane. If desired, the proton NMR signal can then be
directly observed. Alternatively, a standard coherent cross-polarization sequence can
then be applied in order to transfer the enhanced proton polarization to 13C. The
carbon signal is then observed while CW decoupling is applied to the protons, thus
wiping out any remaining polarization and returning the sample to its initial state.
This sequence can be repeated many times with phase cycling in order to average out
phase jitter and other noise. Variation of the delay between pulse sequences allows
measurement of the development of nuclear polarization enhancement vs. time. The
spectrometer magnetic eld may also be varied so that the gyrotron radiation falls
on dierent parts of the electron EPR line.
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6.3.2 Results
With the gyrotron performing well and the quasi-optical transmission line in place,
initial tests were conducted to look for DNP signal enhancement at room temperature
via the solid eect. A polystyrene sample doped with the free radical BDPA was the
sample for these tests. Proton signal enhancements of 4 to 5 were observed in this
sample, which is similar to results reported at 1.4 and 5 T.[5]. The small size of
the enhancement is believed to be due to rapid nuclear polarization \leakage" to the
lattice. Nonetheless, the similarity of these results to those obtained at lower elds is
an encouraging sign for the eectiveness of DNP at high elds.
Following these initial experiments, the probe was cooled to low temperature in
order to evaluate the eectiveness of the thermal mixing mechanism. Frozen solutions
of water/13C glycerol doped with varying concentrations of the free radical TEMPO
were used as a sample. Cold gas from boiling of liquid nitrogen enabled cooling of
the probe to approximately 95 K. Carbon signal enhancements of up to 20 were ob-
served for 70 mM TEMPO doping. This is comparable with enhancements observed
at 5T, and indicates that the thermal contact between the nuclear Zeeman system and
electronic dipoles remains strong at magnetic elds typical of high-resolution NMR
spectrometers. Substitution of helium for nitrogen as a cooling gas allowed prelim-
inary studies of lower temperature DNP to be conducted. A graph of enhancement
vs. temperature is shown in Figure 6-4. The nuclear T1 is also shown; the relation-
ship between these two quantities is discussed below. A maximum enhancement of
approximately 43 was observed at 36 K. The impact of such enhancements is shown
in Figure 6-5, which shows the same spectrum with and without microwave irradia-
tion. Further studies at low temperatures are planned, as results at 5T indicate that
dramatic improvements in enhancement are possible at temperatures below 20 K.[6].
Experiments were also conducted to follow the time development of the proton
polarization enhancement. This was done by varying the recycle delay between pulse
sequences. As described earlier, the proton spins are decoupled at the end of each
pulse sequence. This destroys any polarization which remains after cross-polarization
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Figure 6-6: Time Evolution of DNP Enhancement at Several Microwave Power Levels
to carbon. Varying the delay between pulse sequences thus varies the time during
which DNP can take place. A graph of enhancement vs. recycle delay is shown in
Figure 6-6. Saturation is seen to occur on a timescale roughly equal to the proton
spin-relaxation time T1, which may also explain the strong dependence of thermal
mixing enhancement on temperature. T1 increases at low temperatures due to the
suppression of lattice phonons, allowing polarization enhancement to build up for
a longer time before spin-lattice relaxation limits the polarization process. The plot
also shows the eect of dierent microwave power levels, as the enhancement increases
with increasing gyrotron beam current.
One nal set of results is presented here. The DNP enhancement was measured
over a small range of spectrometer magnetic elds. By tuning the magnetic eld in
this manner, the microwaves from the gyrotron were made to irradiate dierent parts
of the EPR spectrum, thus changing  from Section 6.2.2 and therefore changing
the temperature of the electron dipolar system. The results of this measurement are
shown in Figure 6-7, along with the TEMPO EPR line by way of reference. As can
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Figure 6-7: DNP Enhancement vs. Magnetic Field
be seen, the results are in strong agreement with the theoretical discussion of thermal
mixing presented earlier. In particular, the enhancement goes to zero at the resonant
EPR frequency, which corresponds to a minimum of energy remaining to cool the
dipole system after microwave absorption by the electron Zeeman system. Further,
the enhancement changes signs on opposite sides of the EPR absorption peak. This
corresponds to the change in sign of TD and  predicted by Equation 6.4.
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Chapter 7
Concluding Remarks
7.1 Summary
This paper reports the construction and initial operation of a new 250 GHz CW
gyrotron for use in dynamic nuclear polarization NMR studies. Based on a design by
Dr. Kenneth Kreischer, the gyrotron was constructed during 1998 and rst operated
at short pulses later that year. Five separate output modes were observed with
output frequencies from 164.96 GHz (TE221) to the design (TE031 mode) frequency
of 250.06 GHz. CW operation was achieved in early 1999. The gyrotron met its
design power goals of 100 W pulse, 25 W CW with room for yet higher performance.
This is believed to be the highest CW power produced by any U.S. gyrotron to
date. The gyrotron incorporates a computerized control and data acquisition system
which facilitates tube operation and data acquisition as well as providing interlocks
for human and machine safety. All gyrotron operating parameters were in close
agreement with predicted values with the exception of the eciency, which was a
somewhat disappointing 4.4%. Calorimetric eciency studies were conducted in an
eort to identify the cause of the low eciency. These measurements showed larger
than expected thermal loads were being placed on the cavity region. These losses
appear to be correlated to the microwave output power, indicating that a larger than
expected fraction of the microwaves are trapped within the cavity, possibly as a result
of an excessively large diractive Q factor. Future high-frequency gyrotron designs
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will take this possibility into account.
A quasioptical transmission line was designed and constructed to transport the
gyrotron’s output power to an NMR spectrometer for use in DNP studies. To this end,
electronic measurements were made of the output radiation pattern and an existing
numerical phase retrieval program was adapted to aid in design of phase correcting
mirrors for the line. The mirror design had not yet been completed by the date of
this paper, but it will soon be; further, the pattern measurement and phase retrieval
system will be useful for future work.
With the gyrotron and transmission line complete, initial studies were conducted
to determine the feasibility of NMR signal enhancement by dynamic nuclear polariza-
tion at high magnetic elds. Using the gyrotron as a power source, enhancements were
observed via the solid eect at room temperature which are similar to results reported
at lower elds. At lower temperatures, larger enhancements were observed (up to 40)
as a result of the thermal mixing mechanism. The dependence of enhancement on
several factors including magnetic eld, temperature, and paramagnetic radical con-
centration were studied. The time development of enhancement was also observed.
All results are in reasonable agreement with lower-eld observations and theory. As a
result, gyrotron-driven DNP appears to be a promising method for producing NMR
signal enhancements at low temperature and high magnetic elds.
A nal note: the author wishes to make clear that this research was conducted
as a joint project among several people. The author was directly responsible for
design and construction of the gyrotron control and data acquisition system, the
calorimetric eciency measurements, and the eort to develop a low-loss quasioptical
transmission line, in addition to being heavily involved in the long-pulse and CW
gyrotron characterization and assisting with the short-pulse and DNP work. As noted
in the acknowledgement section, the overall project would not have been possible
without the contributions made by Dr. Kenneth Kreischer and Dr. Christian Farrar.
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7.2 Future Plans
The overall 9T DNP project was selected for a 4 year term of funding by NIH starting
in 2000. The following goals have been set for the project:
7.2.1 Dynamic Nuclear Polarization
The DNP studies described in this paper will be continued and extended to lower
temperatures in order to test the limits of thermal mixing, as well as to begin to look
at more complex samples. A second probe will be constructed which incorporates
magic-angle spinning capabilities in order to further increase the resolution of solid-
state DNP/NMR. Also, an attempt will be made to construct a microwave resonant
cavity to enclose the sample. Studies at 5T have indicated that such a cavity can
greatly increase signal enhancements by increasing the microwave magnetic eld at
the sample. Construction of such a cavity would allow a test for saturation of the
enhancement at very high microwave elds. Some of the results obtained thus far
indicate that, while enhancement is strongly dependent on microwave power at low
power levels, a saturation point is reached beyond which additional power has no
additional eect or even leads to a decrease in enhancement. This is an important
question, as such an eect could impose an absolute limit on DNP enhancements
which is much lower than the theoretical maximum given by the ratio of the electron
and nuclear resonant frequencies. Completion of the quasioptical mode converter will
also aid these eorts by increasing the amount of power which is transmitted to the
sample.
7.2.2 EPR Spectroscopy
Another possible use for the gyrotron is as a power source for high-frequency EPR
spectroscopy. EPR has traditionally been conducted at low frequencies due to dif-
culties in obtaining suitable microwave sources for high-frequency studies. Recent
research has indicated that high-eld EPR allows for resolution of otherwise indistin-
guishable features in large molecules, primarily due to electron g-factor dispersion.
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This would allow the extension of EPR methods to study the structure of many bi-
ologically signicant molecules such as membrane proteins. Components have been
ordered for a spectrometer which will operate at this frequency. Before the gyrotron
could be used for such an application, however, some means must be developed for
precise phase and/or pulse control. As a result, initial studies will be conducted with
a low-power solid state source capable of only 2 mW. A high power microwave switch
is currently under development by Capital Technology Corp.; if this development pro-
gram is successful, then the gyrotron could be used for pulse EPR studies, potentially
opening up an entirely new area of research.
7.2.3 High-Frequency CW Gyrotron Development
The 250 GHz gyrotron has displayed excellent performance which indicates that such
devices are currently the power source of choice for high-eld DNP. Design studies are
underway to continue the upward frequency trend by constructing a gyrotron which
operates at 494 GHz. In order to stay within the limits of NbTi superconductors,
it will be necessary to operate the gyrotron in a second-harmonic mode in which
the cavity resonance frequency is approximately twice the beam cyclotron frequency.
Such devices have been successfully built and operated[23], and this experience will
form the basis for the new design. The purpose of this 494 GHz gyrotron is to prove
the feasibility of using gyrotrons to drive DNP at still higher spectrometer elds;
if the harmonic gyrotron’s performance is satisfactory, it will be incorporated into
an existing 750 MHz NMR spectrometer at the Francis Bitter Magnet Laboratory.
This would combine the increased sensitivity produced by DNP with the very high
resolution of the spectrometer to allow for NMR studies of extremely high quality.
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